TRANSITION MODELS IN A NON-STATIONARY
ENVIRONMENT
G. W. Imbens*
Abstract-An alternativeform of the proportionalhazard
model is proposed. It allows one to introduce correlation
between exit rates at the same (calendar)time for different
individuals.One can, in the contextof this model, still allow
for, and estimate, duration effects. These should be
parametrized.These modificationsto the originalCox model
are possible by reversingthe roles of durationand calendar
time. It is arguedthat flexibilitywith respectto the effects of
these macroprocessesis of particularrelevancein economic
models.An exampleusingDutch data on labormarkettransitions illustratesthe idea that to ignore calendartime effects
may have severe consequencesfor the estimationof duration
dependence.

I.

Introduction

T

HE econometric analysis of transition data
has been the subject of a large and growing
literature since the late seventies. Many of the
theoretical concepts in this field, however, are
borrowedfrom the biostatisticalliterature. This
phenomenonis not restrictedto the terminology
(hazardand survivorfunctionsare the most obvious examples), but extends to the models employed. One such model is the proportionalhazard specification,proposed by Cox (1972, 1975).
It allows one to study the effects of regressorson
transitionrates withoutspecifyingthe form of the
duration dependence. Econometrics is not biostatistics,however,and the analysisof economic
issues bringswith it special problemsthat are not
necessarilysatisfactorilydealt with by these models. An importanteconometricinnovationwas the
introductionof unobservedheterogeneityin these
models by Lancaster(1979). (See also Lancaster
(1990) and Heckmanand Singer (1986).) In economics it is often more difficult to control for
individualdifferencesthan in a controlledhospital environment,where the data for biomedical
studies are often obtained.
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In this paper we want to point out a second
implication of the lack of control in economic
environments.Not only is it plausible that the
population is heterogeneous,but it is also likely
that the environment in which the population
exists changes over time. In the analysisof panel
data this has led researchersto introduce time
dummies as well as individual effects. In the
analysisof continuoustime durationdata there is
no naturaltime period, and time dummieswould
therefore not constitute an appealing solution.
We will derive a continuoustime analoguewhere
instead of a finite dimensionalvector of nuisance
parameters,we have an infinite dimensionalnuisance parameter.This semi-parametrictechnique
is obtained by reversingthe role of durationand
calendar time in the Cox regression model. In
additionto the flexibilitythat the semi-parametric
specificationprovides,this estimatorcan be considerably less demanding computationallythan
fully parametricprocedures.This stems from the
fact that fully parametric procedures require
evaluation of the integral of the hazard rate,
while the Cox regression model only requires
evaluationof the hazardrate itself, which can be
significantlyeasier if the model specificationitself
is in terms of the hazardfunction.
The key assumptionis that the commoncalendar time effects enter the hazardfunction multiplicatively.This is of course a restrictiveassumption, in the same way the assumption of any
proportionalduration effect is restrictivein the
originalform of the Cox regressionmodel. However, one can still allow for time effects that vary
acrossthe population,as long as one is willingto
parametrizethis variation.
We also discuss how the common time-effects
can be estimated in a second stage after the
parametervector has been estimated.These time
effects might be of independentinterest if one is
interestedin decomposingvariationin the unemployment rate over time into variation in the
inflowand variationin the outflow.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in the
next section the main ideas are first discussedin
the simple framework with single spells and
[ 703 ]
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time-invariantregressors.1This basic model is
general enough to convey the main theoretical
ideas of the paper. In the third section the analysis of the precedingsections is appliedto a Dutch
dataset on labor market histories. The results
suggest that variationof the averagerather than
the conditionalhazardexplainsmost of the variation in the length of employmentand unemployment spells. The final section containsthe conclusion and summaryof the main findings.

metric form for the hazard and estimating the
parameters by maximumlikelihood techniques.
Suppose the hazard function has the following
form:
A(t, to,x) = w0(t, t? x; 0)

(2)

with to a known function, and 0 an unknown
parameter.The likelihoodfunctionwould, in that
case, be:
N

II. CalendarTime versusDurationEffects
Consider a world in which individualsexperience two events in a particularorder. The first
might be labelled entry and the second exit. Examplesof such events in economicsare the beginning and the end of employmentor unemployment spells and births and deaths of companies.
At times we will come back to these examplesto
motivate particularmodeling decisions, while at
other times it mightbe more expedientto refer to
the more abstractversion of the model. We are
interested in the timing of the second event, t',
given the date that the first event occurred, to,
and given some time-invariantcharacteristicsof
the individualwhich are denoted by a vector x.
The durationof the spell between the first and
second event will be analyzedprimarilyin terms
of the hazard function, or intensity process, de-

fined as:
A(t, to, x)
=lim '4 It1E= [t, t + S)It' > t, to x]/

(1)
It is a function of calendartime t, entry time t0
and characteristicsx. Often it has been assumed
that the hazardfunctionis a functionof duration
t - t0 and characteristicsx alone. A good example of this type of analysisis the paper by Lancaster (1979) that sparkedoff a whole literature
on durationmodels in econometrics.
One way to analyzemodels of this type given a
dataset2 (tl, to, x")nN1is by specifying a parafor t > t?.

1 The

assumptionof time-invariantregressorsis not essential. The entire analysiscan be done allowingfor time varying
regressors,as long as they are predictable.In orderto simplify
notationwe do not introducethis complication.
2 In the discussionin this section the complicationof censored observationswill be ignored for expositoryreasons.
However,the formalresultstowardsthe end of the sectiondo
allowfor censoring.

H -)( ttnn xn;0)
X
exp=
n=l

Xexp[-/ofl) (s1tn Sxn;0) dsj].

(3)

Under standard regularityconditions the maximum likelihood estimator is consistent and
asymptoticallynormal.Ridder(1987),amongothers, follows this approach.He ignores duration
dependence and allows for a flexible calendar
time dependence by introducing dummies for
two-yearintervals.The disadvantageof the model
is that the functionalform of the hazardfunction
has to be specified completely. Using dummies
can to some extent overcome this problem but
there is no naturaltime period in these continuous time models, unlike in panel data analysis.In
the remainderof section II we will studyways in
which we can incorporatecalendar time dependence in a more satisfactoryway. Firstwe look at
a techniquedevelopedby Cox to allow for a very
general form of durationdependence. This technique will then be adapted to make it flexible
with respect to calendartime dependence.
A.

The Cox Regression Model

To overcomethe heavy reliance on knowledge
of the functionalform that characterizedthe hazard functionin (2), Cox (1972, 1975)proposedthe
proportional hazard model, also known as the Cox

regressionmodel. In his analysis the hazard depends only on durationt - to and characteristics
x. Alternatively,one can interpret this as the
special case of (1) where all to?are identical.Cox
makesthe assumptionthat the hazardrate can be
factorizedinto a functionof durationalone and a
functionof characteristicsalone:
A(t, to, x) = Ao(t

-

to) * w(x; 0)

(4)
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The first factor, Ao, the baseline hazard, is un-

known to the researcher,but the second factor,
w(*), is knownup to a finite dimensionalparameter 0. This parameter can be estimated using
Cox's partiallikelihoodapproach.This procedure
will be discussed here in some detail as it provides insights in the way we can avoid specification of part of the model as long as other parts
are parametricallyspecified.Laterwe will use the
same procedurewith differentparts of the model
unspecified.For a fuller discussionof the principle of partiallikelihoodsee Cox and Oakes(1984)
or Lancaster (1990). The basic idea is that we
conditionon the durationswhich are mainly determinedby the baseline hazard,and look at the
order of the observations,which is mainlydetermined by the explanatoryvariables. Let sn =
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shortest duration:
,41[ (2)

= j1SL(2), X1, I ..

co(xj;
En=l*(l)(J)(

, XN,

0)
Xn;

0)

If we proceed in this fashion until all durations
are exhausted and multiply the probabilitieswe
can rewritethe result as
o

co(x ;0)

=
n=1

(5)

Em E R(sn)W ( Xm; 0)

where the riskset R at t consists of those people
who have durationsno shorterthan t:
R(t) = {n = 1,2 ...,NNIS

t}.

(6)

Figure 1 might give some intuition on the delet t(n) be the index of the person with the nth velopment of the likelihood function. The durashortest duration.In other words, for all n < m tions are ordered and then at each durationwe
we have
consider the risk of exit for the person correspondingto that duration,relative to the people
1
0
1i
0t
=
=
with
durationsexceedingthat one.
<
tL(m)
tL(m)
t(n)
t(n)
SL(n)
sL(m)
Consistencyand asymptoticnormalityof this
The partial likelihood is developed in the fol- estimator has been proven for various forms of
lowingway:considerthe probabilityof individual this model. The most popularfunctionalform for
i being the one with the shortest durationgiven to is log linear:
that the shortest duration lasted t months and
(7)
co(x; 0) = exp(0'x).
given the regressorsx:
Tsiatis (1981) considered this case and gave a
=lSL(1)=
X1, X21 . . . . XN]
proof of the asymptoticpropertiesbased on convergence of the averagescore to a nonstochastic
0)
o(xi;
function. The complicationin proofs of asymptotic normalitylies in the fact that the scores are
Xn; 0)
En =l0)(
uncorrelatedbut not independent.Andersen and
This does not depend on the value of the baseline Gill (1982)extend the proof to the case where the
hazard function A0 at s,(1)* The next step is to characteristicsx are allowed to vary over time.
calculatethe probabilityof individualj being the They give a proof in the context of counting
one with the second shortest durationgiven the processes. The main restrictionon the covariate
length of the second shortest duration, the re- processes x is that they are predictableand logressors x and given that individual i had the cally of bounded variation. A sufficient condition
tl - to be the duration for the nth individual and
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for this to hold is that the covariateprocessesare
continuousand have boundedfirst derivatives.
At this point another model deserves mention
as it will later facilitateboth the interpretationof
the models with calendar-timedependence and
the comparisonwith panel data analysis.In the
fully parametricas well as the semi-parametric
version of the models discussedso far, econometricians, Lancaster(1979), Heckman and Singer
(1984), Meyer (1986), and Honore (1990) among
them, have been looking at the consequencesof
not observingsome of the heterogeneityin the
hazard function. The particular specification
studied has been one where the unobservedheterogeneity enters multiplicatively.The hazard
functionfor individualn, An(t)is assumedto be
An(t) = vn * AO(t - tn)
(8)
o(Xn; 0)
with the unobserved vn independent of xn and
AO(-)parametricallyspecified or not. This modelling strategy is similar to the individual(random) effects approachin panel data analysis.
B.

Calendar-time Effects

In this section the main ideas of the paper will
be discussed.We will modifythe Cox Regression
Model introducedin the previoussection in such
a way that it allows for a flexible form of calendar-timedependence, at the expense of restricting the durationdependenceto be parametrically
specified. We will start by looking at alternative
ways of incorporatingdependence of the hazard
on calendartime. The first possibilitywe look at
is to add it as a time-varyingregressoror covariate in the specificationof the systematicpart of
the hazardrate:
A(t, t

-

to, x) = AO(t - to) *w0(t, x; 0).

(9)

If we specify
K

to(t, x; 0) = exp E Okhk(t, x)

(10)

k=1

with all functions hk known,we are back in the
log linear frameworkanalyzedby Andersen and
Gill (1982). Examples of such specificationsare
h1(t, x) = x, h2(t, x) = log(t) or h2(t, x) = t. Another, more flexible, specification in the spirit
of Ridder (1987) would be to define some
If Ck+1 - Ck were
hk(t, X) = I[Ck < t < Ck+1].
3I[.] is an indicatorfunction,equal to one if the expression
betweenthe bracketsis true, equal to zero otherwise.

equal to one year, this would amountto introducing yearlydummiesin the hazardfunction.
The second approachis to have as one of the
regressors an indicator for the macroeconomic
forces behindthe nonstationarityof the model. In
the case of employmentand unemploymentdurations one might think of the national unemployment rate, the growthrate of GNP or a different
indicatorfor the business cycle. In terms of the
hazardfunction An(-)for individualn:
An(t ) = cto(U( t ,ttno
t

, Xn ; 0 )

( 11)

or
An(t) = AO(t - tn) C((t)

xn; 0)

(12)

where u(t) can be any variablethat satisfies the
regularityconditions for time-varyingregressors,
as given in Andersen and Gill (1982). In practice,
these imply that u(t) has to be a function of
informationavailable(just) before t. It does not,
however, have to be strongly exogenous. Note
that this type of covariate is different from the
usual time-varyingregressor.In this case the covariate is not individual-specific,and identification of its coefficientsstems from the non-degenerate distributionof the entry date to in the
population.Flinn and Heckman(1983)follow this
approach and use the national unemployment
rate as the common,time-varyingregressor.Lynch
(1989) uses the local unemploymentraie as a
time-varying,but region-specific,regressor.
The above models, (4), (9), and (12), do not
have all the disadvantagesof the first, fully parametric model in (2). Nevertheless, they require
the researcherto specify the dependence of the
hazard on calendar time completely. The argument why this is difficultin practiceis related to
the reason behind includingcalendartime in the
first place. The generaljustificationfor inclusion
is that there might be forces behind the events
that are both equal for everybodyin the population as well as changingover time. An exampleis
the life span of companies. Irrespectiveof their
characteristicsand the date the companieswere
set up, they might have correlatedrisks of going
bankruptat the same time via the phase of the
business cycle, or seasonal fluctuations in demand. A similarstory can be told for unemployment spells. If the general outlook is bad, the
chances of findinga job might be slim for everybody, relativeto the chancesin good times. If this
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is the case, one would ideally model these macro
processesjointlywith the individualbehaviouror
condition on their paths. However, this requires
knowledge and observabilityof the exact processes that influence the hazard function. Because these processes might be characterizedby
high frequency movements (seasonals), low frequency movements (business cycles), as well as
breaks (law changes), they might be difficult to
approximateby low order polynomials.If not all
these processes are observed, one should not
restrictthe time effect to a particularform.Techniques that do not requiresuch a form are to be
preferred.
Durationdependence,on the other hand, is an
effect that can potentially be explained within
economicmodels. Miller(1984),Jovanovic(1979),
and Van Den Berg (1990) have studiedmodels in
which optimizingbehaviourby individualsleads
to hazardfunctionswith particularformsof duration dependence. In the model studied by Van
Den Berg, unemployedindividualwill lower their
reservationwage over the unemploymentspell in
anticipationof a decline in benefit levels. This
causes the hazard function to be an increasing
function of duration. Jovanovic studies, among
others, job-to-job transitions. He finds that the
hazard should increase initially,when employee
and employerlearn about the quality(or the lack
of quality)of the match, and then decrease,once
the match has been found to be a successfulone.
These examplessuggest that it is easier to model
durationdependence than calendartime dependence. Specifically,they indicate that low order
polynomialscould capturemost of the qualitative
featuresof the durationdependence.In contrast,
there is little reason to believe that low order
polynomialscould capture most of the high and
low frequencychanges in the time patternof the
hazardrate.
This is one of the reasons to propose reversing
the roles of calendartime and durationin (9) as
the third way to incorporatecalendar time dependence. Instead of parametrizingthe dependence on calendar time and leaving the dependence on duration free, one could specify the
hazardin the followingway:
A(t,t

-

t, x) = Ao(t)

w(t

-

t, x; 0)

(13)

with AOan unknownfunction of time, and C a
knownfunction.A second argumentto preferthe
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semi-parametricspecification(13) ratherthan any
fully parametricspecificationis that we will still
be able to utilize Cox's partial likelihood approach.Because this estimatorrequiresonly evaluation of the hazardrate, ratherthan evaluations
of the integral of the hazard rate which are
requiredby fully parametricproceduresas exemplified in the likelihoodfunction in (3), it can be
computationallyconsiderablyeasier. To underline the computationaladvantagesof the estimator proposed in this paper, we will in the appendixoutline how the estimatescan be obtained
using standardcomputerprogramsthat estimate
the conventional form of the Cox regression
model with time-varyingregressors.
Since (13) is the key equationwe will discussit
in some detail before going on to the question of
inference. Ao(-) can representtrends in the hazard function, seasonals or business cycle effects.
Its form can be of independentinterest, depending on the particularapplication.Crucial is the
assumptionthat its effect is proportionalto that
of the other variables.
The individualspells can now be correlatedvia
the (potentially unobserved) common process
Ao(t). They do not even have to be independent
conditionalon the realisationof this process, as
long as (13) is the correct transition intensity if
we condition on the realisations of the other
historiesup to t.
So far the similaritywith the Cox Regression
Model has been stressed.This similaritywill also
be used to derive an estimatorfor the proposed
model. However,(13) can also be obtained via a
differentapproach.Supposewe let the errorterm
in the hazard specification(8) vary over time as
well as varyover the population:4
An(t) = Vt * c(t

-

tn, xn; 0).

(14)

One needs more structureon this specificationto
be able to estimate parametersof interest. One
way of providingsuch structureis to go back to
(8) by restrictingthe error term to be constant
over time: vnt = vn. Another possible way is to

assume that the error term is not individualspecific: vnt = AO(t).That would get us back to (13).
4Lancaster (1979) and later Heckman and Singer (1986)
start from this generalmodel, before makingthe assumption
that the errorterm is constantover time (whichin their case
coincideswith duration).
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Another way of thinkingabout (13) might also
provide some insights. The difference between
(13) and (4) is one of time origins.In the original
Cox model one uses the entry date as the time
origin.In (13) we use a fixed calendardate as the
time origin.The questionof time originshas been
posed before by Cox in a discussion of Oakes
(1984). Kay (1982) applies a similar model to a
multistagedisease process. The time origin in his
model is the start of the first stage. This implies
that for the first stage durationand time coincide
but for subsequentstages they are no longer the
same. In his model duration is not used as an
explanatoryvariable. A fixed calendar date and
date of entryare two of the possible time origins.
This does not exhaust the possibilities. If the
hazard function also depends on age, one could
use the birth date t b as the time origin. An
alternativemodel would in that case be:
A(t, to, tb, X) = AO(t

-

tb) * w(t, t - t,

X; 0)

(15)

For analyzingretirementdecisionsthis mightwell
be the appropriatetime origin.This is also true in
some medical applications,but there one would
often interpretthe birthdate as the entrydate, in
which case age dependence would coincide with
durationdependence.The followingapproachto
inference for model (13) would go through in a
similar way if one concentrated on age dependence.
Finally,it is worth remarkingon the restriction
embodied in (13). The time effect is assumed to
be the same for everybody,multiplyingthe hazard function. One could relax this assumptionby
redefining some of the regressors and allowing
them to be time dependent. For instance, if one
wants to allow the effect of x to change over
time, one could have two regressors,x and x
ln t, or x and x *t. As long as the time dependence of the effects of regressorsis parametrized,
one can partial out the time dependence of the
intercept,or the baseline hazard,AO(t).
Going on to inference for the proportional
hazardsmodel (13), we startby assuminglinearity
of the logarithmof to:
t)(t - to, x; 0) =

exp[0'h(t

- to, x)]

K

= exp E Okhk(t

- t?

x).

k=1

(16)

Consider the ordered exit times

t,L(1)< ttl(2) <
< tL(N1) <tL(N), where t(i) gives the identity of the ith individualto exit. Conditionalon all

the regressorsx, the entry dates to and the first
exist time

t(l),

the probability of individual n

being the first to exit is
(

fltL(l), X11X21 ...

=

t?, t2.

XN,

N*tN]

1
if
ttL(l)
t?-f 2 ~~~
if~~~~~

==0
exp[ oh(t

1(l)

nx]

-

EmE R(thl )) exp[O0h(tL(l) -

tm Xm)]

if to?< t,

with the risk set R(t) consisting of the people
who entered but not exited before t.
R(t) = {n = 1,2, ...,Nlt?

< t < t'}.

(17)

In the same mannerwe calculate the probability
of individual m being the second to exit, given
the identity of the first individual to exit, the
regressorsand entry times. If we proceed in this
way until all the exit times are accountedfor, we
obtainthe partiallikelihoodby multiplyingall the
probabilities:
N
P7(=)

[7l 9[(i)It,(
tl0

N
j 1 EmE
N

X11 X2,.

st

0

St

...

,

XN,

j

N(L(j),

<i)

) - t (i), xt(i))]
exp[O'h(t,l(e
R(t1(,))

p[ lh( t(i)

exp[O'h(t'
tn

m A

~ 4

exp[ O'h
0
(t -tn xn)

N= Em E
n-1
R(tn )exP[h(tn

-

tm,Xm)]

(18)
where the risk set is that definedin (17). In figure
2 the developmentof the likelihood function is
given in such a way as to contrastit with that of
the Cox likelihood function given in figure 1.
Here the risk set varies over time whereasbefore
it varied over duration.
To interpret the difference between the two
versionsof the Cox model, (4) and (13), which is
at the core of this paper, in a different way,
consider the following model that incorporates
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FIGURE 2.-RISK
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both as special cases:
A(t, t?, x) = AO(t) AP(t - t)

*w0(x;0).
(19)

By conditioning on the (ordered) durations

t1 -

t?, one at a time, we can get around specifying
Al( ) and be flexiblewith respect to the duration
dependence. If, on the other hand, we condition
on the (ordered)exit times t 1, one at a time, we
can avoid specificationof AO(-) and be flexible
with respect to calendar time dependence.
Whicheverwe choose, if we want to exploit the
computationaladvantages of the partial likelihood approach,we can be flexiblewith respectto
only one of the two forms of time dependence,'
at the expense of specifyingthe other up to a
finite dimensionalparametervector. This is not
to say that a completelynon-parametricapproach
is not possible. From the data we can learn the

dim(x) + 2 argumentsin the hazardfunctionsuch
an approachwould requirea very large dataset.
Another approach would be to estimate a
model such as (19) with both durationand time
dependence free as a single index model. Such
models typicallyrequirethe potentiallyquite restrictive assumption that there is at least one
regressorthat varies continuouslyover the real
line. In additionsingle index models would have
to be adaptedto allowfor time-varyingregressors
and censoringthat depends on regressors.
The above derivationof the partial likelihood
based on specification(13) can easily be adapted
to allowfor censoring.Let the typicalobservation
be (t0, t', d, x), where d = 1 if t' is an exit or
failure time, and d = 0 if the observationis censored at t' and exit is known to have not occurred at or before t'. The appropriatepartial
likelihoodfunctionis obtainedby multiplyingthe
probabilitiesonly for the properexit times:

distribution function F(tlx, to) of t1 given x and

to as long as there is enough variationin to and
x. Fromthat we can calculatethe hazardrate as a
function of time, entry date and regressors as
minus the derivative of the logarithm of one
minus the distributionfunction:

N
/p(

)

F1,6J--[wti)1t,(i),
N
n..i

X, to, wti),

i < i)]

exp[O'h(tl - t4, x,;)]
EmeR(tl)

exp[O'h(tl - t?, xm)]

1

j
(20)

A(t, t?, x)

=

-ayatln[1 -F(tIt?,

x)] .

with the definitionof the riskset R(t) unchanged
from (18). Its interpretationis now the set of
people knownto be at risk at t, i.e., people who
have not exited or been censoredbefore t. In the
appendix sufficientconditions are given for the
following result. They mainly involve regularity
assumptions.

Writing it as a function of duration and time
rather than entry date and time amounts to an
innocuous change of variable.The hazard function is thereforeclearlyidentifiednon-parametrically,and it can be estimatedby smoothingmethods as kernel estimation.This leads to different THEOREM 1: Suppose that the hazard function for
rates of convergence and given that there are the individual with characteristics x whose entry
date is to is equal to Ao(t) * .[O*'h(t - to, x)].
SIf we treat age dependenceas a thirdformof time dependence, this should read "we can be flexiblewith respect to
only one of the three formsof time dependence."

Supposefurthermore that assumptions 1-4 are satisfied. Let 0 be the maximand of _4(0), with
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_4(0) given in (20). Then, as N
1. 0

2.

-

the likelihoodcontributionof observationsn and
m is

-x 00,

0*
-

where >2(0*)
0*) A IV(0, E(0*)-l)
can consistently be estimated by
(A(

exp[O'h(tn
EliR(ti)

l;IO0) =P-

@

-

tn, xn)]

exp[O h(tn - tl , xi)]
exp[O'h(t' -to, xm)]

0 ( 0)]

LNdOao']

ElE R(tl)exp [Oh (t' -

evaluated at 0 = 0.

exp [ O'h(tn

Proof: see appendix.

t, xn ) +O'h(t'

-

LCR(t,l)

Later we will be interested not only in the value
of 0* but also in that of the baseline hazard,
AO(t).It is difficultto estimate this directly.However, an estimator for the integrated baseline
hazard can be constructed in the same way as
proposedby Breslow(1972, 1974)for the original
Cox model. Define:

because t

=

=

JA0(s) ds.
t

A(t%,t)

t<t<tj

EmER(t )exp[Oh

(tn

-

tm SXm)]

(21)

xm)]

t1 implies that R(t1) = R(t ). If

the numberof spells is very large relative to the
numberof periods, one might want to deal with
the problemof ties in a more direct way. In that
case one could specifythe hazardin discretetime
as

forte

This integratedhazardhas an interpretationthat
is differentfromits counterpartin the Cox model.
There it is the integratedhazard for the typical
individualwith x = 0. Here-there is no individual
for whom it is the integrated hazard since it
leaves out the durationdependencewhichcannot
be kept constant. It does have an interpretation
though,as an indicatorfor the hazardan individual faces if he enters at that particulardate.
The Breslowestimatorfor A(t, t) is

-to,

exp[o'h(t' - to, x1)]

A(t, to, x) = AO,* exp[O'h(t
A(t,t)

t?, xi)]

[ci1,ci),

-

to, x)]

forl=

1,2,...,L

with c, known for 1 = 0, 1, 2,.. ., L, and treat the

AO,as a set of L + 1 unknownparameterswhich
have to be estimatedjointly with the K dimensional parameter0. Such a procedureis computationally more demandingthan the partial likelihood approachbecause it requiresmaximization
over a L + 1 + K dimensional space (84 + 3 in

the application in the next section if we use
monthly intervals) where the partial likelihood
estimator only requires maximizationover a K
dimensional (3 in the application in the next
section) space. The discrete time estimator has
the advantageof immediatelyprovidingestimates
of the baseline hazard. The discrete time approach is similarto the probitmodels with structuralgroupeffectsstudiedby Borjasand Sueyoshi
(1991). The appropriatenessof the discrete time
versus the continuoustime approachdepends on
the relative numberof spells versus the number
of periods. In particularif there are no ties, and
the numberof spells is smallerthan the number
of periods,only the partiallikelihoodestimatoris
feasible.

for j = 1, 2,. .., N, and linear interpolationfor
values of t in between two exit times.
The partiallikelihoodapproachoutlined above
formallyrequirescontinuoustime data. In practice, data are alwaysdiscrete.This causes complications only if the grid is so coarse that there are
a large numberof ties. To deal with ties we use
III. An Application
one of the approximationsproposed by Cox and
In this section the methodologicalanalysisof
Oakes (1984), which is consistent with the last
II will be applied to a Dutch dataset on
of
the
likelihood
function
section
representation
partial
in (18). If t' = t' for two observations m 0 n, labormarkethistories.In section IIIA the dataset
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will be described and some summarystatistics
given. In the second subsectionwe will first analyze the employmentto unemploymenttransition
using the variousmodels of section II and subsequentlywe will look at the other transitions.
A.

The Data

The dataset used in this paper was a part of
the ORIN (Onderzoek naar Relatievormen in
Nederland)dataset.It was setup by NIDI (Nederlands InteruniversitairDemografischInstituut)in
cooperationwith the Universitiesof Tilburg,Amsterdam and Wageningen.6 The part of the
dataset with which we are concerned contains
labor markethistoriesfor at least seven years. A
randomsample of Dutch men (in this analysiswe
will only look at the labor market histories of
men) were asked in 1984 to reconstruct their
labor market histories going back to the last
change in labor market status before January
1977. Three labor market states are identified:
working full time, working part-time and not
working.No distinctionwas made in the dataset
between being unemployedwhile activelyseeking
work and being out of the labor force. Flinn and
Heckman(1983) have shown that this distinction
is potentially important.To avoid complications
arising from the inabilityto distinguishbetween
being unemployedand being engagedin full-time
educationor that between being unemployedand
being retired, only the observationson people
between 23 and 50 years of age in January1977
were used. This leaves us with 372 labor market
histories. For males in this age group part-time
employmentis a relativelyrare phenomenonand
for the purposeof this studythe two categoriesof
employmenthave been aggregatedinto one.
We will treat the dataset as if it were constructed by taking a random sample in January
1977 from the population of males between 23
and 50 years of age at that time, and following
them till January1984.This would be valid if the
populationof males between 23 and 50 years of
age in January 1977 would coincide with the
populationof males between 30 and 57 years of
age in January1984. This is of course not exactly
true. Mortalityand emigrationlead to an outflow
on the one hand and immigrationleads to an
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inflow on the other hand. In the applicationin
this paper we ignore these effects, which are
arguablysmall for males in this age group in the
years 1977-1983 in the Netherlands.We condition on the labor markethistories up to January
1977. In principle, there is information in the
labor market histories before January1977, but
because the length of the observedlabor market
histories before January 1977 varies across the
population,we would need stationarityassumptions to extract this for all the estimators, and
even stronger assumptionsfor the partial likelihood estimator. We therefore do not use this
informationand condition on events before January 1977. The dataset contains monthly data,
whereaswe have been assumingcontinuousdata
in the precedingpart of the paper. However,due
to the relativelysmall numberof ties we did not
think this would lead to a serious bias in the
results. Using monthly dummies is in principle
possible, but since there are many months without any transition,there would be serious doubts
about the accuracyof such estimates.
Given the two states, employed (E) and not
employed(U) (or unemployedas both termswill
be used interchangeablyin the remainderof this
paper),three transitionsare distinguished.Someone who is unemployedcan move into employment. Someone who is employed can either
changejobs, whichwill be consideredan employment to employmenttransitionor he can move
into unemployment.The three transition types
will be denoted by UE, EE and EU, respectively.
Two explanatoryvariables are used. The first
one is an individual'sage in 1977. For ease of
computation age is not used as a time-varying
regressor.Theoreticallythere is no problemwith
treating it either way. The second explanatory
variableis an index for education.It rangesfrom
1 to 5. The highervalues indicatehigherlevels of
education.In table 1 summarystatisticsare given
for the regressorsin the sample of 372 men.
The power to estimate transition rates obviously comes from the occurrenceof transitionsin
the sample. Table 2 gives the marginaldistribuTABLE 1.-SUMMARY

Variable

6I
wish to thankthe NIDI for makingthese data available Age
Education
to me.

STATISTICS EXPLANATORY VARIABLES

Mean

S.D.

34.9
2.8

7.2
1.1
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TABLE 2.-FREQUENCIES

OF TRANSITIONS

Type

UE

EU

EE

All

0
1
2
3
2 4

321
46
3
2
0

246
117
8
1
0

164
159
39
9
1

101
147
80
27
17

tion of the numberof transitionsof the different
types.
It shows, for example, that there are 321 men
with no transitionsfrom unemploymentinto employment.There are 46 men with one such transition, 3 with two transitionsfrom unemployment
into employment,2 with three such transitions,
and nobody with four or more transitionsfrom
unemploymentinto employment.
The total numberof unemploymentto employment transitionsis 51. The total number of employment to unemployment transitions is 126,
leavinga net flowinto unemploymentof 75. Partly
this is a reflectionof the aggregateconditionsin
the Dutch economyin those years, and this is of
course the effect we are tryingto incorporatein
our analysis. Partly it might also be due to the
fact that as a group,the samplegrowsseven years
older, leading to a higher expected proportionof
non-employedfor various reasons (early retirement,7permanentsick leave).
Firstwe look at estimatesof the hazardby year
to investigatewhether there are obvious trends
and patternsover time in the hazardrates. Suppose the hazardfunction for the transitionfrom
state i to state j, given that state i was entered at
to has the form:
AXI(t,t?, x) =

Akj

for Ck-1

<

t < Ck,

k=

192,

gives the estimates of A'j for yearly intervals
Ck-l = 1 year) for the three transitions.
The transitionrates are not very preciselyestimated.Nevertheless,there is some informationin
the table. If we look at the last column,where the
national unemploymentrate' is given, one can
see that the four highest unemploymentfigures
occurred in the last four years. This coincides
with the four highest EU transitionrates and the
four lowest EE transitionrates. More formally,if
we look at the Spearmanrank correlationcoefficients, we find 0.70, 0.21, and -0.68 for the
correlationbetween the national unemployment
rate and the EU, UE and EE transitionrates,
respectively.9
(Ck -

B.

The Results

In this subsectionwe will apply the techniques
developed in section II to the dataset described
in section IVA. Initiallywe will concentrate on
the employmentto unemploymenttransition to
show the full force of the techniques. In the
second half of this section we will turn to the
other two transitions. Before this we will give
the full likelihood function on which the estimations are based, either directly,or indirectlyvia
the associated partial likelihood function. Let
YV(t) = 1 - Yun(t) be equal to 1 if individualn is
in state E (is employed)at t and 0 when he is in
state U (not employed)at t, for t E [0, 84], where
t is in monthsfrom January1977 onwards.Let
Aq = {t

E

[0,84]IYi(t)

=

1)

be the union of all spells in state i, for i = E, U
by individualn. Let NiJ(t) be the numberof i to
j transitionsbetween January1977 and t for this
individual,for t E [0,84], for ij E {EU, UE, EE}.
is equal to t minus the date of the last
sn(t)

...,9K

8
Registered male unemployment,as a percentageof the
Maanddependentlaborforce, from the SociaalEconomische
statistiek,a CentralBureauof Statisticspublication.
9 The definitionof the unemploymentrate in table 3 does
not correspondexactlyto the definitionof not employedin
our sample.The mainreasonis that being not employeddoes
not implybeing registeredunemployed.The latter is necessaryin orderto qualifyfor benefitsbut not otherwisecompulsory. Even thoughthe levels of samplenon-employmentrate
and populationunemploymentrate do not matchclosely,the
correlationis high(0.92 for levels and 0.89 for logarithm),and
we will use the nationalregisteredunemploymentrate as a
7We expect to have reducedthis to a minimumby restrict- proxy for the national equivalentof the proportionof not
ing the sampleto underfiftyyear olds.
employedin the sample.

where c0 = 0 and CK = oo, for the transitionfrom
state i to state j. This model is very close to the
piecewise constant hazard discussedby Cox and
Oakes (1984) and Lancaster (1990). The difference is in the time scale that is calendar time
here, and durationin their models. Ridder (1987)
gives comparable summary statistics. Table 3
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TABLE 3.-YEARLY

Year

TRANSITION AND UNEMPLOYMENT

EU

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

.030
.022
.028
.071
.083
.080
.053

UE
(.010)
(.008)
(.010)
(.016)
(.017)
(.017)
(.014)

.052
.121
.041
.065
.037
.094
.102

RATES

EE
(.040)
(.054))
(.029)
(.032)
(.022)
(.031)
(.031)

.052
.049
.043
.025
.031
.036
.026
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U-rate
(.012)
(.012)
(.012)
(.010)
(.011)
(.012)
(.010)

4.6
4.3
4.1
5.1
8.2
11.6
16.6

transition before t, or the time spent in the the time dependenceis treated:
current spell. At t = 0 this equals time spent in
Model 1. No time dependence:
the initial state, since we do have informationon
Aoij(t) = exp(oijO).
that.
The likelihoodfunction is now:
This model assumes that the durations have a
Weibulldistribution.This is a fairlyflexibledistri_(19) =_EE(
oE) ._Z2EU(oEU)
*ZUE(oUE)
bution that has widelybeen used in econometrics
since Lancaster (1979). It will serve here as a
with, for ij E {EE, EU, UE},
benchmarkcase against which we can judge the
N N,J(84)
more complicatedmodels.
o 9ii(oij) = H H AAoij(tn,k)
Model 2. Parametric time dependence:
X ()(Sn

Aoij(t) = exp(oij0 +

( t;Xk ) I Xn; fvij)

0ij4

where g(t) = ln(u(t)/(1

Ig(t))

- u(t))) with u(t) the

national unemploymentrate at t. The second
x exp
|nAoij(u)
model attemptsto capturethe variationover time
by puttingin a time varyingregressor.The choice
X to(sn(U) IXn; fvij) du]
of the particularregressorcan be motivated as
follows: suppose the transitionrates from unemWe estimate three parametrizationsof the transi- ployment to employmentand vice versa can be
tion model. The first one does not allow for written as
calendar time dependence. The second one alAEU(t) = exp[p0 + .l
h(t)]
lows for a parametrizedform of time dependence, where the parametrizationuses a common and
time varyingregressor.The third model uses the
AUE(t) = exp[a0 + a1 h(t)]
modified Cox regression model where the time
dependence is not parametricallyspecified. The for some possiblyunknownor unobservedmacro
three models are nested which allows one to see process h(t). The equilibriumunemploymentrate
clearly how the results change with the level of u* associated with h is that level of unemploysophisticationin the time dependence specifica- ment for which the flows into and out of employtion. The functional form of the ct part of the ment are equal:
hazardfunction is the same for all three specifiAEU(h) * (1 - u*(h)) = AUE(h) * u*(h).
cations:
Over time there is a one-to-one correspondence
W(S, X; Oij)

=

.ol *

exp(x101i2 +

X2'Oij3).

between h(t) and u*(t):

This functionalform allows the durationdepenh(t) = 1 - *a [ao - go + ln l _ U(t)b
dence to be negative or positive. Like the effect
of the time invariantregressors,it is restrictedto
be monotone.The three models differin the way Hence, AEU and AUE are also loglinear in
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ln[u*/(1 - u*)]. If the actualunemploymentrate
is a good approximationfor the equilibriumone,
using the first as a regressor might be a good
alternativeto using h(t) if the latter is hard to
pin down or measure. The coefficient on this
regressorshould not be given too much interpretation. We are not tryingto explainthe individual
transition probabilitieswith the average or national one. What we are trying to achieve by
putting in this regressoris to control for changes
in the averagetransitionrate when estimatingthe
effect of individualspecific explanatoryvariables.
Because we do not have the national proportion
of not employed we use the national rate of
registered unemployment.Flinn and Heckman
(1983) estimate almost the same model. Their
specificationfor wt(-) is the same as ours, and the
logarithmof Aoij is assumed to be linear in the
national unemploymentrate (rather than in the
logarithm of u(t)/[1 - u(t)] as in our specifica-

tion).
Model 3. Semiparametric time dependence:

Aoij(t) is not specified. The third model finally
estimates the effect of durationand explanatory
variableswhile leavingthe time dependencefree.
In nests the preceding two models. The coefficient on any macro process (like the unemployment rate in the second model) is no longer
identified. This is an important aspect of the
distinction between individual time varying regressors and common time varying regressors,
alluded to earlier in section IIB.
There is a difference in the interpretationof
the coefficientfor duration,OijQ
between model 1
and models 2 and 3. In model 1, the conventional
interpretationof this coefficient is that it indicates how the transition rate would change if
someoneremainedin his currentstate for a longer
period of time. Formally,it is the logarithmof the
ratio of the hazard he would face (e - 1) x
(t - t0) time units from now and the hazard he

currentlyfaces. This comparisonof risksfaced by
TABLE 4.-THE

Variable
Intercept
Log Duration
Age
Education
Unempl. rate
Log Likelihood

Model 1
- 5.07
-0.07
0.03
- 0.17
- 688.0

(0.46)
(0.11)
(0.01)
(0.10)

the same person at differenttimes does not work
in models2 and 3 becausethe hazardrate changes
with time and duration.In that case Oij0 has to be
interpretedas an indicatorof the differencebetween the risksfaced at the same time by people
who have the same time invariantcharacteristics,
one of whom has been in his currentstate for a
longer period than the other. This interpretation
does workin all three models and is thereforethe
preferredone for comparisonsof the three models.
Table 4 gives the estimationresults for models
1-3 for the employmentto unemploymenttransition.
A couple of remarks on the results will be
made. The log likelihood of the third model is
not comparableto that of the other two models
because it is based on a partial likelihood. In
general one can evaluate models like this where
one has a series of nested models in two ways.
One can either look at that part of the model
with is common to all, or one can look at that
part of the model which is different for every
model. The first, common, part of the models is
that relating the hazard to duration and time
invariantregressors.The coefficientson the static
regressorsdo not changeverymuchwith the level
of sophisticationwith which we treat the time
dependence. The coefficient on duration, however, does change considerably.In the most general model, the effect is significantlydifferent
from zero at the 90% level. Going from model 1
to 2 it is clear that there is time dependence.The
coefficient on the unemploymentrate is significantly differentfrom zero, and the log likelihood
goes up considerably.A test for the time invariance of the parameters in Model 1 was performed. An extra regressor t was added. The
score functionfor this case is
/'(t1, tog x; 0)

EU

=

t' - f's

co(s

-

TRANSITION

Model 2
- 5.38
-0.09
0.03
-0.18
0.47
-685.1

(0.49)
(0.11)
(0.01)
(0.10)
(0.18)

Model 3
(0.10)
(0.01)
(0.10)

-0.17
0.02
-0.19
- 604.3

to, x; 0) ds.
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The value of the test statistic was 16.2. As the
95% quantile of the appropriateX2(1) distribution is 3.6, it is clear that we can reject the null
hypothesisof no time dependence.
One way to evaluateModel 2 versusModel 3 is
to perform a Hausmantest on the common parameters. This is a test of the hypothesis that

0.8x

AO(t) = exp(04 ln(u(t)/(1

0.4

-

u(t))) for some pa-

rameter04. Since the two models are nested, and
since the estimatesfor Model 2 are efficientif the
null hypothesis is correct, the difference in the
parameterestimates asymptoticallyhas a normal
distributionwith mean zero and varianceequal to
the difference in the variances. Under the null
hypothesisthe varianceof the coefficientsshould
be larger under Model 3 than under Model 2.
One can see immediatelyfrom table 4 that this is
not true for the coefficienton log duration.This
is evidence againstthe null hypothesis.
The second way of evaluatingthe relativeperformance of the three models is by looking at
part where they differ,the baseline hazard,AO(t),
or equivalently,the integrated baseline hazard,
A(t, 0). For the three models this is estimated as
Model 1. No time dependence:
A(t, O) = t exp 0)0
Model 2. Parametric time dependence:
A(t,O)

=

exp(o+

04

xln[u(s)/(1

- u(s))] ds).

Model 3. Semi-parametrictime dependence:

A(t,

O) =E

N Nn(t)
E
n=1

k=1

E
mERE(

0 s(tn)

eXp
tn)

+02Xlm

+

03X2m]

The solid, dotted and dashed lines in figure 3
correspondto models 1, 2, and 3, respectively.It
clearly shows that the slope of the integrated
hazard is not constant over time. It increases
markedlyduring 1980. This figure makes the interpretationof the bias in the duration dependence easier. Over time the average hazard increases.If one, incorrectly,does not take this into
account, it appears that the hazard does not
decreasevery rapidlywith duration.The increase
with calendar time and the decrease with dura-

FIGURE 3.-INTEGRATED
FOR THE

EU
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BASELINE HAZARD
TRANSITION

EU transition

0.6

0.2
0.0r
77

78

79

80
81
YEAR

82

83

84

tion partiallycancel each other out if they are not
both incorporatedin the model.
The figure also suggests an alternativetest of
the model. One could test whetherall coefficients
change at this point in time where the intercept
seems to change so dramatically.To implement
this test we first split the labor market histories
into two parts, one describingthe first three and
a half years and the second givingthe subsequent
three and a half years. We then estimate model 1
for the two parts separatelywithout any restrictions. Note that if the only time varyingcoefficient were the intercept,and if this only changes
in July 1980, then both this split sample estimation, and the estimates of model 3 would be
consistent. In table 5 the Weibull model is estimated for the two subperiods.These coefficients
are not very preciselyestimated.A formaltest of
the hypothesisthat all coefficientsare the same
across both periods gives a test statistic of 26.6,
where the 95% quantileof a x2(4) distributionis
9.5. If we test the equality of the last three
coefficients,i.e., all coefficientsbut the constant
term,we get a test statisticequal to 1.7. The 95%
quantile of the appropriatex2(3) distributionis
7.4. We can therefore not reject the hypothesis
that only the interceptvarieswith time.
Now we will turn to the other two transitions.
The same three models are estimatedwith a)(-)
log linear in age, educationand the logarithmof
duration, and the time dependence going from
non-existingvia parametricallyspecified to semiparametric.For both transitions the integrated
baseline hazard was calculated. In table 6 and
figure 4 the results for the unemployment to
employmenttransitionare given.
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MODEL FOR

TABLE 5.-WEIBULL

Two

SUBPERIODS FOR THE

Variable

S.D.

Coefficient

S.D.

- 6.73
0.11
0.06
-0.19

(1.07)
(0.26)
(0.03)
(0.23)

- 4.29
-0.18
0.02
-0.16

(0.59)
(0.14)
(0.02)
(0.11)
-411.8

-166.6

UE TRANSITION

TABLE 6.-THE

Model 2

Model 1
Coefficient

S.D.

- 3.94
-0.24
- 0.08
0.31

(0.53)
(0.17)
(0.02)
(0.15)

Intercept
Log duration
Age
Education
Unempl. rate
Log likelihood

Coefficient
- 2.23
-0.27
- 0.09
0.32
0.68
- 203.9

- 206.4

INTEGRATED BASELINE HAZARD
FIGURE 4.-THE
FOR THE UE TRANSITION

UE transition
2.5
/

2.0
1.5

0.5.
osl
0.0 -i
77

,'

.

78

79

81
80
YEAR

TRANSITION

Coefficient

Intercept
In Duration
Age
Education
Log Likelihood

Variable

EU

July 1980 to Dec 1983

Jan 1977 to June 1980

82

83

84

Model 3
S.D.

Coefficient

S.D.

(0.82)
(0.17)
(0.02)
(0.15)
(0.31)

-0.38
- 0.09
0.31

(0.17)
(0.03)
(0.16)

- 141.9

For this transition neither the estimates for
durationdependence nor those for the effects of
the time invariant regressors are seriously affected by ignoring the time dependence. From
figure5 it can be seen that the increasedflexibility does not change the estimates considerably.
This time the Hausman test for equality of the
coefficientsunder Models 2 and 3 gives a value of
2.5. Given that the asymptoticdistributionof the
tests statisticis chi-squaredwith three degrees of
freedom,we cannot rejectthe hypothesisthat the
variationover time is capturedby the variationin
the nationalunemploymentrate.
Now we will turn to another aspect of the
models with time dependence. The piecewise
constanthazardestimatesin table 3 can be interpreted as the average hazard over the yearly
intervals.If we look at this averageat a particular
point in time, we can decompose it into two
factors:

The estimates of the coefficients on the time
invariantregressorsare again not much affected
by the level of sophisticationwith which the time
dependenceis treated.The durationdependence
is remarkablynegativefor the last model. After 6
monthsthe value of the time invariantpart of the
Aij(t) = Es,x[AOii(t)
hazard,c), has decreasedto 50% of its level after
x(O(s(t), x; Oi)yi(t) = 1]
one month. Again this strong duration depen= Aoij(t) * (Oij(t)
dence is partlyobscuredin the models with more
tightly specified dependence or no time depen- with
dence at all. Again a Hausman test leads to
rejectionof Model 2 in favorof Model 3 because
tiij((t) = fo(s, x; Oij) *fi(s, xlt) ds dx
the differencein variancesis not positivedefinite.
In table 7 and figure5 the resultsfor the job to where fi(s, xlt) is the distributionof (incomplete)
durationss and characteristicsx at time t among
job transitionare shown.
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TABLE 7.-THE

Model 1
Variable

S.D.

- 4.55
-0.26
0.03
- 0.05

(0.52)
(0.13)
(0.02)
(0.10)

Intercept
Log duration
Age
Education
Unempl. rate
Log likelihood

FIGURE 5.-THE

EE TRANSITION

Model 2

Coefficient

Coefficient
- 5.22
-0.25
0.03
- 0.05
-0.24
-531.4

-532.1
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Model 3
S.D.

Coefficient

S.D.

(0.85)
(0.13)
(0.02)
(0.10)
(0.22)

-0.29
0.03
-0.04

(0.14)
(0.02)
(0.10)

- 448.5

with
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=
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(t)
XE to(Y n(t),
Xn;OEUE)

YE(t

n=1

N

that part of_the population that is in state i at
that time. Aij changes over time because the
baseline hazard Aoijchanges or because the distributionfi changes.The changes in the baseline
hazardhave been shown in Figures3, 4, and 5. It
is interestingto contrast that with the effects of
the changes in the populationdistributionof the
explanatoryvariables.We can estimate the aiij(t)

n=1

In figure 6 the paths
of
(the dotted
c)EE(t)
line), JEU(t) (the dashed line), and yUE(t)(the
solid line) are given. It can be seen that a large
part of the change in the average UE hazard is
due to the change in the distributionof x and s
among the unemployed.In the seven years the
characteristicsof the unemployedchange consid-

IN THE CONDITIONAL

FIGURE 6.-CHANGES
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erably. Increasinglythey are people with low
chances of findinga job again even in good economic times when the baseline hazard is high.
They are characterizedby having been unemployed for a considerableperiod already,and/or
havinglow levels of education,and/or being relativelyold. On the other hand, the distributionof
characteristicsamong those employed does not
change much. There the change in the average
hazard is mainly due to the change in the baseline hazard.
The overallstoryfor the increasein unemployment over the years 1977-1983 emerging from
this analysiscan now be summarizedas follows:
the unemploymentto employmentbaseline hazard was relatively low between 1979 and 1982,
leading to lower chances for everybodyto escape
from unemployment.After that year the baseline
hazardincreasedagain, but the positive effect of
that was countered by two negative effects. The
employment to unemploymentbaseline hazard
had increasedsharplyin 1980,leadingto a higher
flow into unemployment.Also, the people who
were unemployedat that time had longer histories of being unemployed, leading to lower
chances of escaping from this situation. These
two effects more than outweighed the effect of
the increase in the baseline hazard from unemploymentto employmentafter 1982,ensuringthat
the unemployment rate continued its upward
path.
IV. Conclusion

that for the originalCox model. When we apply
this model to Dutch data on labor markethistories the results change markedly compared to
those with conventionalmodels. Ignoringcalendar time dependence severely biases the estimates of duration dependence. Incorporating
these calendar time effects by means of a common, time-varyingregressoras the unemployment
rate is not sufficientto eliminate this bias. Estimates of the effects of time invariantregressors
do not seem to be seriouslyaffected. It is shown
that the variation over time has been a major
factor in the increase of the unemploymentrate
in the Netherlandsin the late seventies and early
eighties.
APPENDIXA
Proof of Theorem 1

In this appendixwe will give sufficientconditionsfor theorem 1. Firstwe will changenotationslightly.This will enable
us to use resultsby Andersenand Gill (1982).
Define N'(t), Y'(t) and s,(t):
N-Qt) = I[ti < t] - I[dn = 1]
yn(t)

= I It0? < t ]

Ii[t

< t']

sA(t) = t - to if t > to and 0 otherwise.

N(t) countsthe numberof eventsof interestbetween0 and t.
Y(t) indicateswhetherthe individualis at risk at time t.
We assume
lim lim 6?[Nn(u
u T t dt J 0

+ dt) -N n(u)

In this paper an alternativeformof the propor= I {N(v),Y(v)}).?
,,x]/dt
tional hazardmodel is proposed.Instead of leavYn(t)
* exp[6*'h(sn(t),
x)]
ing the durationdependenceunspecified,we leave
*Ao(t)
the calendar time dependence unspecified and
parametrizethe duration dependence. This al- with Y( ) and s(*) predictableprocesses.
The partiallikelihoodfunctionis:
lows one to take account of the effects of a
changingmacroeconomicenvironmenton the duN Nn
. exp[O'h(sn(tn),xn;O)]
yn(tn)
rationsof jobs. Since most durationdata contain
VJ
*
.iA1
E.N=Ym(tn)
exp[O'h(sm(tZn,xm;60)]
informationabout periods coveringa numberof
(22)
years, the assumption of a stationary environment, while often made, is unappealing. This Define ONto be the maximalof (40).
model can be viewed as a modificationor alternative interpretationof the Cox regressionmodel. Assumption 1: Yn(t) = 0 if t < 0 or t > b. x e X, a compact
subset of 'L. 0 e 0, a compact subset of SK
In the conventionalform of the Cox model, we
measure time from the date of entry. In this Assumption 2: 0 < Ao(t) < c for all t E [0, b]. h(s, x) is conpaper we use a fixed calendar date as the time tinuous on (0, b] x X.
origin. Inference proceeds along similar lines as To ensure identificationand asymptoticnormalityone has to
-
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look at the firstand second momentsof h. Define:
l

S(0)(0,t) =

hood function can be treated as a conventionallikelihood
function.Under the assumptionsmade before, its limit has a
uniquemaximumat 6*. Also, the normalizedderivative

N

E Y,(t) - exp[O'h(sn(t),xn)]

-
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Nn= I
=

(0, t)

N- 1/2(d ln Yp/dO)(6*)

N

h(Sn(t),

Nn=1I

* Y1(t)

N

(,t))-

Nn= I

Xn)

has in the limit a standardnormal distribution.A Taylor
expansionof the derivativeof the log of the partiallikelihood
functioncan then be used to obtain the asymptoticdistribution for 0.

- exp[O'h(sn(t), Xn)]

h(Sn(t),

* h(sn(t),

Xn)

xn)'

Yn(t)exp[6'h(Sn(t),

xn)]

Computational Aspects of Partial
Likelihood Estimation

B.

and
=(b[S(o,t)

i(6)

t)

o lS(o)(O,

S(l)(0, t)

S(1)(0, t)]

SFO)(O,t)

S(?)(6 t)

j

S(O)(0, t)AO(t) dt.
Assumption 3: S(t), S(1) and S(2) converge to their expectation
uniformly in 0 and t. Y(0*) is positive definite.

(o)

I[ N- 112

x)

Di1,,

N

Assumption 4: For all E > 0:
sup fb| |h(s,
0
x

A typicalcomputerprogramfor estimationof a Coxregression model with time-varyingregressorsrequiresas input the
triple (T, D, X(t), 0 < t < T), with T the duration, D the
censoringindicator,and X the time path of the regressors.
The partiallikelihoodfunctionfor this model is, if we order
the observationsby duration:

h(s, x) I

>nexp(OX

=

I

m(tn))

(23)

Em?nexp(6,Xm(T,,

n=1
> E]

The calendartime dependence model we are interested in
consists of observation of the form (to, t', d, x), with to the
The last assumptionreplacesconditionC in Andersenand time of entry, ti the time of exit, d the censoringindicator,
Gill (1982).In both cases it is triviallyfulfilledif h is bounded. and x the regressors.The partiallikelihoodfunctioncorreThe advantageof the formulationhere is that the Weibull spondingto this model is, orderingthe observationsby exit
specificationis included.To see this, let h(s, x) = ln(s), and time t':
assumethat the coefficientis 0 > - 1. Then,
exp[6'h(s,

fbII

x)]

ds

P

0.

P( ) n

ln(s)II

d

-n?n
exp(h(t~~n
Em > n, tt < ti

(
exp(

( tn
-'h(

Xm))

I[N- 1/211ln(s) || > E]exp[0 ln(s)] ds
fa(N)

=

ln(s)

j
(24)

* sods

To estimatethis as a standardCox regressionmodel choose a
time originTo suchthat tI > To for all observations.Then let
T = t - To be the (artificial) duration. The censoring indicator D is equal to d. The vector of time varyingregressors
_ a(N) ln(s) - s 1/2 +0/2 * 5 0/2- 1/2 ds
X(t) consistsof two parts.The firstis equalto h(t - to, x) for
t > to and equal to zero for t < to. The second part consists
which is, for N large enough, and therefore a(N) small of one elementand is equal to 1 if t < to and 0 if t > to. The
enough,boundedby
partial likelihoodcorrespondingto this specificationis, with
the observationsordered by (artificial)duration T, which is
1/2 ds.
fa(N)so/2the same as the orderingby exit time t1,
0

for a(N)

=

exp[-N'/2

* e]. This is equal to

0

This goes to zero as a(N) goes to zero, which shows that
assumption(5) is satisfied.
Proof of Theorem1: We check the conditionsfor lemma3.1
and theorem3.2 in Andersenand Gill with the interval[0, 1]
replacedby [0, bI. ConditionsA, B and D followtriviallyfrom
our assumptions.ConditionC is only necessaryto guarantee
that as N xo,
-

4(6)

=

E llhll I[N1/2*

[

E m n exp(t'Xm(Tn)) ]
-d

exp(6'h(tn - to, Xn) + 02 0)

6

YP(O)=r

-

n

n=1

Em?n

'
exp(l, < [i'h(

t o-

llhll> E]Yn(t)Ao(t)

+02

Nn=1
exp[O'h]dt

P

0

for all E.This followsfrom assumption4. QED.

, Xm)

+_

to2%1[01

?0

+

. ?]

02])

The derivativeof the partiallikelihoodfunctionwith respect
The essence of the proof is that for the purposesof establish- to 62 is alwaysnegative,so the coefficientwill convergeto
ing consistencyand asymptoticnormalitythe partial likeli- -oo. When 02 gets close to -oo, the partial likelihood func-
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tion converges to
-Z4(6)

)~~~
[li

I

~

n

exp(O'h(t -t?,

))
to]x

which is the same as (24). The maximand 01 is therefore
'
identical to the maximand of (24).
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